ADORATION PEN/PENCIL GIFT SETS
With iTouch Stylus

Black/Silver Code LUS45201
Violet/Silver Code LUS 45202
Retail £10.50 inc vat

ACRYLIC PEN HOLDER
Size 11 x 12 cm
Scripture verse Jn 3:16
Code LUS94201
Retail £10.99
(pen not included)

CHUBBIES
Inspirational ball point pens. 4 colours in 1 pen
36 pens - assortment of colours
Supplied in a plastic display tub for point of sales promotion.
Code LUS52536
£ 62.50 inc vat per display

BIBLE BAR MAGNIFIER
Doubles print size.
Lies flat on surface. Clear acrylic with highlighting bar to keep you focused.
Code: LUS82201
Retail £

NEW

WWW PEN GIFT SET
Gold Case
Code: LUS40115

WWW PENCIL GIFT SET
Silver Case
Code LUS40120
Retail £4.50 inc vat

Visit our website:  www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk